[Non-invasive monitoring of intracranial pressure changes through the ear].
Otoacoustic emissions are low energy vibrations generated by the inner ear during the physiologic process of hearing. The authors measured transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions in normal hearing individuals placed in Trendelenburg position and during diagnostic elevation of intracranial pressure in neurosurgical patients. In Trendelenburg position and at elevated intracranial pressure and reproducible phase shift of otoacoustic emissions could be observed. This phase shift was linear to the pressure increase of intracranial liquids. According to the hypothesis of the authors intracranial pressure increase is transmitted to the inner ear (possibly by the cochlear aqueduct) and thereby the mechanical load on the stapes footplate is elevated. This, in turn, causes a stiffening of the annular ligament which changes the angle of the impedance vector and thereby the phase of the whole vibrating system. By measuring the phase of otoacoustic emissions it is possible to monitor intracranial pressure in various clinical states.